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The Belize jungle
becomes a classroom
for Dordt senior
In the end,
Wynalda's biggest
cultural shock came
not from living in the
jungle but returning
from the jungle.
"
5
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6
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interest and change
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Van Gilst awarded
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Paula Treick
Welcome to Belize, Central America,the heart of the jungle, home ofleaf cutter ants, pit vipers, bot
flies, howler monkeys, toucans, and jaguars.
It may not sound like a classroom, but for
Karyn Wynalda, a senior environmental
studies major from Ontario, Canada, the
jungle of Belize became just that.
Wynalda was one of only nine students
from colleges affiliated with the Coalition of
Christian Colleges and Universities to spend
the semester studying in Belize. The oppor-
tunity was part of the Christian
Environmental Association's Global
Stewardship Study Program based at Jaguar
Creek, an environmental research and
education center where ancient Mayan
technology and modern environmental tech-
nology rub shoulders. Located next to the
Blue Hole National Park, Jaguar Creek tries
to be a model of sustainability. Their goal is
to have minimal impact on the environment
of the area, thereby protecting the rain forest
and the endangered species that live there.
Jaguar Creek is entirely powered by solar
energy and thrives on water drawn from its
namesake, nearby Jaguar Creek.
Wynalda, who spent two weeks training
in Belize in May before the August-to-
December semester, says that nothing
prepares you for life in the jungle. She
admits that at times it was difficult to
concentrate in class, surrounded by the
noises from the rain forest, the intense heat,
and the pouring tropical rains. One day a
group of howler monkeys howled and swung
their way past Jaguar Creek. The students
had to get used to living in thatched-roof
cabins complete with mosquito netting and
composting toilets, which recycled all human
waste.
Wynalda faced not only the culture shock
of moving from urban life to a rain forest,
she also moved from the First World to a
Third World country. "We were often called
'the white people of the jungle'," she says.
The social status of women in Belize was
also decidedly different from North America.
"I was always being asked if I had a husband
or children. No one could believe that I was
here on my own, studying."
They also witnessed some projects that
didn't work as well. Churches once built by
American and Canadian sponsors were left
empty or abandoned. Water pumps, once
someone's development project, were not
well cared for.
On Sundays she ventured outside the
classroom to work at a nearby orphanage.
Here, thirty-six children lived in the space of
one small house and were supported entirely
by the earnings of one woman. With the
woman's resources running out, she worried
about supporting the children in the face
of eviction. Wynalda was able to convince
a group from her church to support the
orphanage.
Wynalda was also able to experience a
part of Belize's heritage: Independence Day.
In September, Belize celebrated its fifteenth
year of independence from England. The
celebration's theme was, "With cultural
diversity and national solidarity we will
move into the twenty-first century." The
political ceremony featured several speakers
continued on page 2
,Senior Karyn Wynalda (second from front) sits atop Temple IV in nkal, Guatemala.
With her are students from three other CCCU colleges.
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WynaJda appreciates the education she
received at Jaguar Creek, in a classroom
atmosphere that was at the same time
relaxed and intensive. Students lived and
studied under one permanent professor and
several other professors who came down
from the United States at intervals to teach
specific classes. Wynalda describes the
classes as "hands-on," with field trips
making use of the rain forest outside. One
professor, for a biology class, allowed the
class to tour a jaguar preserve, another took
the class snorkeling off South Water Caye.
Wynalda says she encountered many
ideas for environmental development and
improvement. For example, the students
were challenged with how to dispose of their
garbage. The nearby dump was home to a
family, and a place where the community
scavenged often. Not wanting to impose
their lifestyle choices on cultural situations,
the group decided to limit what they threw
away and brought home their recyclables in
December. Wynalda says, "I have learned
the consequences of my consumer choices."
I~..
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Wynalda participates in
study on environmental
sustainability
continued from page 1
and diplomats, who made continual reference
to economic growth, progress, and develop-
ment, with little mention of the people.
A highlight of Wynalda's semester was the
opportunity to meet Prime Minister Manuel
Esquirel, and ask him about his economic
plans for the country. Esquire!'s plans focused
more on people. He encourages the people of
Belize to focus on what unites them-the
welfare of Belize as a whole. It would be easy
to focus on what divides them, specifically,
the diversity of Belize's ethnic groups, which
inchlde-~h,Guatema1an,
Mexican, Mennonite, Mayan, Mestizo, and £1
I
Salvadorean people.
Esquirel had big plans for Belize's poor.
He proposed the construction of a highway to
connect isolated indigenous groups to
the rest of the country, so they could partici-
pate in economic activity. However, a high-
way would make it possible for international
companies to exploit timber and other
resources. Cutting timber in southern Belize
would mean the destruction of a land home to
the remaining virgin rain forest.
Although Wynalda believes Esquirel is
trying to work for the good of the people, his
actions are often determined by the actions
of first world countries. Wynalda uses this
example: When trees in Florida freeze, the
citrus industry in Belize flourishes. After
spending a semester in Belize, Wynalda real-
izes the North American lifestyle needs to be
changed. "I have seen the effects of the First
World on the Third World-they want to be
just like us," she says. "It was ironic-we
were trying to understand their lifestyle, and
they were trying to imitate ours."
In the end, Wynalda's biggest culture
shock came not from living in the jungle but
returning from the jungle. "Everything is
faster here," says Wynalda, in sharp contrast
to Belize, where things are slower, more
relaxed, and unstressed. It was especially
difficult for Wynalda to return at Christmas,
at a time when mass consumerism is at its
height in North America.
Wynalda, who graduates this spring, has
not made definite plans for her future. She
has applied for an internship to ECHO,
the biblically-based Educational Concerns for
Hunger Organization, where she would like to
focus on urban gardening. ECHO trains
development workers in agriculture for better
food production. Wynalda has also applied
for an internship in New Zealand for the win-
ter, working on a wildlife research crew.
Wynalda does know she wants to work
with the concept of sustainable development.
"I trust that God will give me something
to do, since he has been preparing me in
advance to do it," Wynalda says. She also
knows that she wants to serve, adding the text
from Matthew 25:39, "Assuredly I say to you,
inasmuch as you did it to the least of these
my brethren, you did it to me."
used to talking about public policy and other
issues from a biblical point of view the way
we do at Dordt." Now surely Dordt isn't
the only college that tries to infuse a biblical
point of view into every subject from engi-
neering to agriculture-but it's one of the
boldest and most intentional about it.
Second, a strong residential campus
community. About eighty-five percent of our
students currently live in college housing, and
our new residence hall (scheduled to open in
August 1998) will guarantee that can contin-
ue. Again, while some other colleges may
approach that among Reformed Christian
colleges, Dordt's percentage is quite high.
Furthermore, about seventy percent of our
residential students stay on campus all week-
end long, making the Dordt campus a truly
seven-day-a-week community. Because only
thirty-five percent of our students come from
inside the state of Iowa and about fifty per-
cent of our students come from 500 miles
away or more, Dordt's campus provides an
unusual opportunity for developing a sense of
Christian community.
Third, academic excellence. There are
two ways to achieve academic excellence.
One way is to admit only bigh achieving
students with a proven record of academic
performance. The other way is to accept all
students who give evidence of being able to
benefit from a college education and then
challenge the whole range of students in
every ability grouping to do their best in
preparation for serving God's kingdom
throughout all their lives. Dordt's placement
rate of 98.4 percent and our loan default rate
/
of only .7 percent indicate that the college
is performing well in its efforts toward
academic excellence for all who enroll.
Finally, these three characteristics need to
be supported by an efficient administration
and financial accountability. Recently I was
able to sit in on a meeting in California where
most people were not core supporters of
Dordt College. I noticed that during the
meeting, one somewhat bored-looking partici-
pant was reading a Christian magazine that
included a feature on Christian Colleges.
During a break this fellow had just one
question for me, "How do you do it? How do
you do manage to provide quality educational
services at a cost less than most comparable
colleges?" Now as I told him, I really can't
give away all our trade secrets. Still, his
question underscores the fact that Dordt's
unique characteristics are given added impact
by the relatively lower cost structure of the
college.
So, I'm hoping that I soon get the chance
to meet again the couple who put me on the
spot by asking what is special about Dordt
College. My answer now is simple. There
may be other colleges where you can gain a
Reformed biblical perspective on all studying
and all life. There may be other colleges
where you can experience a strong Christian
residential community. There may be other
colleges where you can receive a strong aca-
demic preparation for your profession and
your life. But when it comes to finding a
college that provides all three of these
characteristics at an affordable cost, Dordt
College will be hard to beat.
From the president ~
W hat makes Dordt
College a truly special
college is its almost
unique combination of
three characteristics-
biblical perspective,
residential community,
and academic excellence.
"
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Shortly after my appointment as presi-dent of Dordt College had beenannounced, I sat at a dinner next to a
couple I scarcely knew.
"Just what makes Dordt College special?"
they wanted to know.
I'm afraid my answer was a bit stumbling.
After all, I hadn't even taken office and my
knowledge of the college was pretty much
second hand. After letting me sweat it out for
a few minutes, the husband started to grin
mischievously and informed me that both he
and his wife had graduated from Dordt as had
their daughter, and they really were more than
pleased with what their entire family had
experienced at Dordt College. They had just
wanted to know what I would say.
I've had about a year now to reflect on
my answer to their question, and I'm feeling
more comfortable with my answer. What
makes Dordt College a truly special college
is its almost unique combination of three
characteristics-biblical perspective, residen-
tial community, and academic excellence.
To be honest, I can think of other colleges
which surely equal Dordt in each of these
three areas. I just can't think of many
that provide the same combination of all three
qualities, especially when undergirded by
Dordt College's financial affordability.
Let me take each one individually. First,
biblical perspective. A student recently
returned from an off-campus program told me
that he had been struck that students from
other Christian colleges had wonderful
Christian commitment and dedication.
However, this student told me, "They aren't
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Hofland creates puppets like
you've seldom seen
Sally)ongsma
Eyou think of furry little mitten-likecreatures when you hear the word puppet,ou're not even close to visualizing the
characters being designed by theatre arts
professor and set designer John Hofland.
Hofland's playful, colorful, and expressive
characters tickle the imagination and tell their
own stories.
Hofland has recently finished designing the
cast of characters for The Little Prince which
will be put on by the Kharkov Puppet Theatre
in Ukraine next fall. He has also completed
designs of the characters for a production of
The Tempest to be performed by the Kentucky
Shakespeare Festival this summer.
Hofland has long been intrigued with
puppets. As a teacher of creative dramatics, he
has used them for years. But his real interest
and expertise grew after spending a semester
in Kharkov, Ukraine, on a Fulbright
Fellowship in 1995. While there he worked
with Evgeni Himmelfarb, the artistic director
of the Kharkov Puppet Theatre, designing the
characters for the children's show Wash 'Em
Clean, or literally Wash to Holes. Hofland
and Evgeni's artistic ideas meshed immediate-
ly, and they developed the foundation for a
fruitful working relationship.
"Wash 'Em Clean" is a popular traditional
poem for Russian and Ukrainian children.
"Everyone knows it," says Hofland. "It's
like 'The Three Bears' in North America."
"Wash 'Em Clean" was written during
Stalin's time, when the Soviets were trying to
replace Christianity's moral system. It was
used as a propaganda piece in an attempt to
build a body of literature upon which to build
a new moral system.
"Wash 'Em Clean" is about a little boy
who goes to bed dirty. As a result he is
attacked by bushes, mops, and an assortment
of other frightening objects until he finally
surrenders to the wash stand.
"It ends with a grand hymn to cleanliness,"
says Hofland.
Ironically, the author of "Wash 'Em
Clean," who also wrote many other well-
known children's poems, was a satirist. Much
of the imagery and metaphor in the work can
also be interpreted as commentary on Soviet
brainwashing and the communist habit of
keeping its citizens in place.
Hofland and Evgeni decided to produce the
show as more of a satire-a somewhat risky
choice, because of its popularity and tradition
in Ukrainian culture. Presenting Wash 'Em
Clean as a satire would raise many questions,
not the least of which was "Is this really a
children's poem?" says Hofland.
Such an approach also had political impli-
cations. Kharkov Puppet Theatre was already
known for challenging the old Soviet way, and
a big production done in collaboration with a
visiting Westerner would draw local political
officials, all old party members. It was not a
decision to take lightly.
In the end, Hofland says, the director
decided to take some of the sting out of the
satire, but it was still a fresh interpretation-
and a great success. The show was invited to
the International Puppet Festival held in
Hungary last summer, one of the highest hon-
ors possible for a puppet theatre production.
Although Hofland left Ukraine before
Wash 'Em Clean opened, the cooperative
working arrangement between him and Evgeni
continued. For the current show, The Little
Prince, Hofland drew and colored his designs
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oIIanddesigned the set for the Kentucky Sllakespeare', production of TIre TO..,... this summer. Be and
director Karl ThftIand cbooe • cubisl sIyIe for lbeIr deIIga to help e.... te aD ImagiDary world on stage.
at home and then took them to Ukraine last
summer, when he returned with a group of
Dordt faculty and students to teach at the
Kharkov Pedagogical Institute. They were
discussed and revised until both Hofland and
Evgeni were satisfied. The puppets are now
being constructed, and Hofland is busy
designing the show's set.
"Designing for a Ukrainian audience is so
different from designing for an American
audience," Hofland says. "It's difficult to
describe exactly how, but there seems to be a
different way of seeing and experiencing
things. They use different icons and are more
used to catching imagery within the charac-
ters, the script, and the set. They have not
been influenced by the more superficial
cartoons and puppetry of Disney as we have
here."
Hofland finds that puppets add a fresh
dimension to a theatre production.
"You can sometimes do much more
through a puppet than you can through a
costumed person," he says, citing the flying
goddess he designed for The Tempest. ''They
allow a different kind of mobility; they allow
you to create an imaginary world."
But in addition, says Hofland, puppets can
help make a point more clearly, by focusing
on a particular part of the character.
"I have to ask myself, 'What is key to this
character?' An operator only has two hands so
I need to make the most important features the
moveable ones." This in turn draws attention
to the mouth or the eyes or the wings or what-
ever he and the director deem most significant.
"Sometimes its easier to speak to reality
through unreality because it is more sugges-
tive," Hofland adds.
Although his work on The Little Prince
characters was largely completed once he
delivered the design drawings to Kharkov,
Hofland is working more closely with the
puppet maker for the Kentucky show.
For The Tempest, Hofland is working with
puppet maker Jim Vander Haar, a former
NASA engineer who becanae bored with what
he was doing and went into puppet making.
Vander Haar has since studied the work of
Czech designers and worked with Jim Henson
Productions. The company is also bringing in
a puppet engineer from Disney. Hofland,
meanwhile, is looking for the fabrics needed
to build each character.
"There's a tremendous amount of engineer-
ing that goes into one of these puppets," says
Hofland. Each one has to move in a specific
way to be able to highlight the appropriate
characteristics. And proper ventilation is
crucial for "live in" puppets, especially when
the show is produced outdoors in Kentucky in
the summer.
The possibilities opened up through pup-
petry are intriguing for Hofland, who doesn't
expect North Americans to ever embrace the
art as Eastern Europeans have. Nevertheless
he believes interest in them could grow.
"With our culture's increased interest in
communicating visually, the versatility offered
by puppetry could draw more attention," he
says. If that happens, he certainly will be
cheerleading from the sidelines or maybe lead-
ing the way with his drafting table and his
Macintosh.
/
You can sometimes
do much more through
a puppet than you can
through a costumed
person. They allow a
different kind of
mobility; they allow
you to create an
imaginary world,
"
Ukrainian people provided
wonderful models for Hofland.
''Lire is so hard there that it is
etched in people's faces. From
an artist's point or view it is an
exciting place to sit and draw," he
says. This character was designed
for the Wash 'Em Clean show.
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Kok expands program for
Dordt's international and
minority students
One hour she may be investigating atax problem, the next detailing thevarious ways to pronounce the vowel
"a," the next sending out an e-mail requesting
a good, used winter coat.
As Coordinator for International and
Minority Students, Suzanna Kok's day can
vary greatly. She tutors students who need
language assistance. She encourages a student
who feels lonely. She confronts social diffi-
culties that arise from different cultural habits
and traditions. She promotes awareness of
and tolerance for-ethnic differences. She
plans activities and programs to help Dordt's
international and minority students adjust to
living and studying on Dordt's campus.
Through these efforts Kok has come to
appreciate and respect these students who
come from seventeen different countries.
''They bring a wealth of experiences with
them," she says, adding that they often have a
very positive impact on other students.
Kok cites as example the strong respect
for authority that students from other cultures
often have. Many also model respect and love
for family. Some of these students have a
strength of character that has been built and
tested through very difficult circumstances.
"Their hard work and perseverance often
humbles me," says Kok.
But, like the rest of the students enrolled,
they are all individuals with their own
strengths and weaknesses and gifts.
"Some fit right in and in fact become
campus leaders; some have more difficulty
finding their place-just like individuals in
any group of students might."
That fact is an important one to realize,
says Kok, so that all problems and concerns
aren't assumed to be ethnic or racial or that
all international or minority students need
special or remedial attention.
Despite their individual personalities,
international students often fall into one of
two groups: those who have had a strong but
different educational experience and those
who may have weaker academic skills and
for whom language is a barrier. In the first
case Kok primarily has to help them find
their place and guide them through a new
process. Some are used to more specialized
programs and initially question the breadth of
courses required at Dordt. For the second
group Kok holds ESL classes, does individual
tutoring, and spends more time advising.
"Some international students are not used
IIishll'~ noll'S
From the May 1977 Voice:
Library Adds Computer
The library has added a new
"stmI member" by linking up
with the Ohio College Library
Center (OCLC), a national com-
puter base in Columbus, Ohio.
This, according to Miss Hollaar,
will streamline the cataloguing
and processing of new books,
making the processes faster and
more uniform.
-
From the July 1977 Voice:
Agri-business program to be
added next year
Theatre arts, art, and social
work launched as majors
From the November 1977 Voice:
Enrollment Explodes
DordtCollege exploded last
year's record of 1001 by register-
ing 1116 students. The tentative
tally lists 428 new freshmen, up
69 from last year. In addition, 21
signed up as freshmen with
advanced standing.
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Campus capsules --------
to class discussion. They' expect a lecture and
are uncomfortable with the informality of
North American classrooms. They are
shocked at students who might eat in class or
interrupt one another. They question what is
going on." Kok takes time to explain such
differences and help them adjust to them.
She begins by interviewing each student at
the beginning of the year. In this interview she
learns something about each of them; she asks
them questions and listens to them speak; she
introduces them to the college; and she
administers a series of academic tests. As the
semester goes on she monitors their progress
to help them through difficulties.
But giving academic assistance is only one
part of Kok's job. Dealing with social adjust-
ments, loneliness, and isolation can some-
times be more challenging. She has set up a
program of matching international and minor-
ity students to host families in the area who
are willing to establish a relationship with a
student. They may invite a student to share a
meal regularly, go on family outings, or just
spend time together. She is also trying to help
rejuvenate the International Club to provide a
group in which students not part of North
American culture can find camaraderie.
But although Kok's job primarily is to
assist international and minority students,
there is still another side to her work.
"I try to help the whole student body be
more aware of diversity and ethnicity," she
says. "Diversity is something to celebrate and
enjoy." In a chapel earlier this year, she
worked with international students to lead
chapel worship in a way that showed differ-
ences in styles and traditions, but highlighted
the common bond all have who serve one
God.
"If we are preparing students for the global
village of the future, we need to prepare them
in this way too," says Kok, "We can be great-
ly enriched by the diversity of the body of
belie-ver-s,but-often we-are so used to our
ways of doing things that we don't consider
other ways."
Progress does not always happen as fast as
New scholarship announced
Beginning this fall, a new scholarship isavailable for students who are physically
impaired. The Mephibosheth Scholarship
is named after the biblical figure of II Samuel
9:13, who "dined at the King's table." The
Mephibosheth Endowed Scholarship Fund was
established by the late Peter De Korte of
Hawthorne, New Jersey. Mr. De Korte was a
successful businessman with a physical dis-
ability and established this fund out of grati-
tude to God for all he had done for him.
Students eligible for the scholarship are
those who have a physical impairment that is
likely to continue indefinitely. They must also
be attending, or planning to attend, Dordt as
full-time students. Scholarships will be
awarded from the income eamed by the fund,
and the amount awarded in each case will
depend on the amount available and the
student's financial need. The scholarship will
be given to students who have the greatest
financial need.
Runia and Sybesma honored
Bonnie Runia, a junior computer scienceand mathematics major from Melvin,
Iowa, was honored to place first in the
Collegiate Division of Organ in the National
Federation of Music Clubs Iowa State
Auditions. Bonnie won the state competition
and will next play in the IFMC state conven-
tion in April. An audition tape will be entered
in the Midwest District Audition to be held
in March. District winners move on to the
national level in April.
/
Kok would like. Although there is little overt
antagonism, and minority and international
students as a group are accepted, most
students don't go out of the way to reach out
to them, says Kok. Some students would like
to learn more about students from other
cultures, but the press of papers due and
assignments to read keeps them from making
the first move. And Kok knows that just
keeping up with their studies and their estab-
lished friendships keeps most students very
busy. As a result international and minority
students often develop friendships with each
other. When this happens, it is a missed
opportunity for everyone, Kok believes.
"We take a lot of small steps," says Kok.
But small or large, each step is important.
Last month under the umbrella of the
International Club, she helped plan an evening
for students to come together to get to know
international students. Only about twenty
students came. While it was discouraging in
some ways, it was a wonderful evening for
those who attended.
Kok knows that she cannot force cross-
cultural awareness. She can only nurture
it and try to help students see how such
relationships can enrich their lives and pre-
pare them to face the increasingly diverse
culture that is today's world-the world in
which they will live and work.
Bonnie has been playing the piano since
the second grade and has taken organ lessons
during the summers since she began high
school. She enjoys playing in churches but
doesn't expect to compete after she graduates.
"It's just a hobby," she says. "I like music."
Kristin Sybesma from Hull, Iowa, also
earned honors in the competition. A freshman,
she placed second to a graduate student in
piano, a division with exceptionally stiff
competition.
Both Runia and Sybesma are students of
Dr. Joan Ringerwole.
N-SPICE
Dordt's Netherlandic Studies inContemporary Europe program has
received endorsement from the Coalition of
Christian Colleges and Universities as one of
their affiliated off-campus programs. Although
the endorsement will not change how the pro-
gram is structured or administered, it should
attract students from more Christian colleges
and therefore make the program more finan-
cially viable, says director Dr. Case Boot.
Dordt offers its N-SPICE program every
spring, usually enrolling fifteen to twenty
students. The majority of these students are
from Dordt, but a number come from other
colleges as well.
"Ideally we would have about thirty
students each spring," says Boot. He hopes
that being affiliated with CCCU will allow
him to spend less time recruiting students for
the program and still increase the number of
participants.
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Author Tom Sine challenges
Dordt students to live intentionally
11mSine, Christian speaker and authorof such books as Cease Fire and TheMustard Seed Conspiracy, was this
year's Staley lecturer. Sine spent three days
speaking and interacting with people from all
areas of campus.
The theme of Sine's visit was "New
Possibilities for a New Generation in a New
Millennium." He urged his audience to take
the future seriously, preparing themselves for
the technology and the careers that will be
most important in the next millennium. He
encouraged students to develop a biblical
vision for the future, not try to adopt the
secular American Dream of our culture. And
finally he urged students to be creative in
establishing ministries, lifestyles, and careers
that include time for prayer, service, and
celebration.
Sine was well-received by Dordt
students. Senior Doug Hausken from
South Dakota described Sine as warm,
Kosin and Dordt become sister schools.
Paula Trie<:k
DrdtCollege is branching out. Earlyn February Dordt formalized a sisterrelationship with Kosin University in
Pusan, South Korea. Kosin University, like
Dordt College, is based upon the principles of
the Reformed faith and is committed to work-
ing out the implications of those principles
for all areas of life and learning.
Dordt's relationship with Kosin began
several years ago when Dr. Sung Soo Kim of
Kosin came to spend a year in Dordt's
Studies Institute. Since Korea doesn't have as
long a history of developed Reformed educa-
tion, Kim came to observe how Dordt imple-
ments a Reformed perspective in its academic
program. Since then Dr. Kim, now vice
president for academic affairs at Kosin
University, has invited Dordt's former
president Dr. John Hulst, as well as profes-
sors Dr. John Vander Stelt and Dr. Kenn
Hermann, to lecture at the university and
share;'h1k1nsights~ J'" -.~ ........,""."""..
"This really is an expression of our desire
to be linked internationally with other
Christian institutions," says Dordt President
Carl Zylstra. "It is a formal declaration of our
intention to work together.
Hulst, who recently returned from visiting
Kosin for its fiftieth anniversary celebration,
adds that both institutions have agreed to col-
laborate in the promotion of Christian higher
education and the common recognition of the
Lordship of Jesus Christ in every area of life.
Specific programs may go into effect with the
common consent of both institutions.
Dordt has, for some years, been actively
trying to develop international and cross-cul-
tural opportunities for faculty and students. A
relationship with Kosin University could help
realize that goal. Possibilities for cooperation
between Dordt College and Kosin University
include faculty and student exchange, sharing
research, and the joint sponsorship of confer-
ences and academic projects. Kosin has a
developing campus and a growing student
body. It also has several graduate programs.
"This isnot a 'one-way 'street," says
Zylstra. He expects Dordt to benefit as much
as Kosin does.
down-to-earth, and enthusiastic for the
gospel. His lecture on the Church in the Next
Millennium "scared me," Hausken said. "We
are not going to be able to live the lifestyles
of our parents and their generation. Things
are going to become expensive and crazy. He
challenged us to put that against the way of
life that scripture promotes. We need to
become more Christian in our way of life."
Sine's lecture stimulated Hausken's ideas
of intentional community, where Christians
live and work together to help each other, in
stark contrast to today's individualistic soci-
ety. "He passed on enthusiasm and excitement
and pushed us in a direction we have already
been encouraged by our professors."
Amos Doornbos, a junior from Ontario,
Canada, also appreciated the Sine lectures.
Doornbos describes Sine as "refreshing," and
says, "It lit a fire under me and my friends
about the need for communal living. He was
able to point out to me the importance of
taking a radical stand for God." Doornbos
has also been struggling with how community
can work practically in society.
"Tom Sine gave me concrete ideas about
how to put Biblical ideas of community into
practice."
Sophomore Sarah Walsh from Michigan
says, "He said some pretty radical things. He
encouraged us to live a holistic life, to let
our faith affect our whole life, and to let God
stretch us." Sine also encouraged students to
raise their children in culturally diverse
neighborhoods.
Walsh was especially encouraged by
Sine's example. "What he suggested is how
he lives his life," Walsh said, referring to
Sine's ideas of 'Community. wHe doesn'f'jusC-
preach, he follows through with it."
Templeton Foundation selects
Dordt College
~rdt College is one of a select group of
Ucolleges named to the 1997-1998 Honor
Roll for Character Building Colleges by the
John Templeton Foundation.
The Templeton Foundation made their
selection of the approximately 100 colleges in
this year's list by asking all accredited public
and private colleges and universities in the
United States to submit essay answers to five
questions about each institution's commitment
to supporting students' spiritual and moral
growth, encouraging a drug-free lifestyle, and
community-building.
A panel of leading academics and universi-
ty administrators chose the institutions for the
Honor Roll.
The Templeton Foundation describes
the purpose of the Honor Roll as three-fold:
"First, to recognize colleges and universities
that promote character and value development;
second, to inspire other colleges to re-evaluate
their emphasis on character development .... ;
and third, to provide a reference ... for
prospective students, families, and donors."
The Templeton Foundation will publish its
"reference for students, families, and donors"
in the form of a book listing basic facts about
each Honor Roll institution, along with a
summary essay about how it contributes to
students' character development. The book
will be published later this spring and will be
distributed to high schools throughout the
nation and made available upon request
directly from the foundation.
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He encouraged
students to
develop a biblical
vision for the future,
not to adopt the
secular American
Dream of our culture.
New Student Residence
Groundbreaking for the newest student residence is planned for this summer. The facility wiD house 220 students with two residents per
room. Each wing will have a bathroom and a study lounge. Each floor will have a kitchenette, a public lounge, and two seminar rooms.
The full basement will provide a computer lab, recreation areas, student offices, music practice rooms, and a classroom.
ASC update
Rfteen new heifers have entered Dordt'smilking herd since December and all are
milking well. These animals are arnong
twenty purchased from Trans Ova Genetics
in February 1995. The Dordt College Dairy
Science class assisted with the calving and
milking of the first-lactation heifers as well
as getting the first colostrum into the calves.
Five other heifers are due to calve by May.
The new heifers bring the herd to
seventy-five milk cows. Agriculture
Stewardship Center manager Tim Stetson is
encouraged by how well the calves are grow-
ing and looks forward to continued growth in
the college's herd.
Wetlands update
Tn the past couple of years the ASC has had
la levy in a ditch of one field, but it never
held any water. The project, begun to
increase wetland area in Iowa, was not very
successful because some tiles were draining
and not allowing the pond to fill up. With a
little backhoe work this winter, ASC staff
finally located two tiles that were running full
bore, says manager Tim Stetson.
"We simply rerouted them and now we
have plenty of water. Take a look next time
you are in the area. We hope this can
finally become the wildlife habitat it was
intended to be."
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Assessment report provides valuable
information about what students learn
D ordt College seniors appear to behard working and focused on theiracademic work," says Dr. Paul Moes
in a current report on assessment at Dordt
College. He adds, "Fewer students are
employed full-time, and they devote.more
time to academic pursuits when compared to
reference groups."
This is just one of many observations
made by Moes as he continues to compile
information gathered over the last three
years through a variety of assessment
instruments.
Freshmen and senior students take a
profile test and an academic achievement
test and write an essay responding to social
challenges. Some students are interviewed
in both their freshman and senior years to
compare their attitudes, values, and goals.
Moes' summaries also include other
observations about Dordt students.
Students' academic aspirations rise
considerably from their freshman to senior
year, with a larger percentage planning to
attend graduate school by their senior year
than expected to in their freshman year.
Seniors are also much more interested in
political and social issues than freshmen,
and they place more importance on develop-
ing a meaningful philosophy of life.
Dordt seniors are also very satisfied with
their college experience and are more likely
than those at other colleges to say they
would choose the same college again.
"The results of the social challenges
essay and the academic profile tests confirm
that we are doing a good job, but there is
always plenty of room to grow," says Moes.
Despite improved ratings over the last four
years, faculty who did the rating suggest
that students could improve their critical
thinking skills and take more responsibility
for developing their Christian worldview.
They also could improve their writing skills.
The exciting thing about this process
says Dr. Kenneth Bussema, psychology
professor, is that the data encourages faculty
to be more reflective about what they are
The results of the
social challenges essay
and the academic pro-
file tests confirm that
we are doing a good
job, but there is always
room to grow.
"
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doing because they see what the students
actually catch. Such information helps
faculty direct their teaching and advising in
concrete ways, he adds. For example, know-
ing that some students have rather low
expectations of their academic potential,
faculty can begin to encourage good
students early on to consider graduate
school or a career they might not have
thought about.
"The assessment information we have
collected has helped us see who our students
are, what their deficiencies are, and maybe
it has prompted us all to find ways to teach
better," says Moes.
Although there is much more informa-
tion waiting to be analyzed, Moes's report
has been distributed campus-wide and
is being studied by committees and
departments.
The Cross Cultural Committee, for
example, studied all items on the report
connected with cross-cultural issues. They
compared Dordt responses to those of fresh-
men and seniors from other colleges, they
compared Dordt freshmen and senior
responses, and they compared the changes
that occur over four years between Dordt
students and those at other colleges.
These results, says committee chair
Abraham Bos, have strengthened our
/
resolve to move ahead. The results are both
discouraging and encouraging. As freshmen
Dordt students are less likely to promote
social understanding between races and cul-
tures. However, by the time they are seniors
their ratings have equalled or passed those
of students at other colleges. The committee
now is exploring whether Dordt's general
education program should include a cross-
cultural component to further heighten
students' social awareness.
The General Education Committee used
results of the report as a basis for a staffing
proposal this year. In response to faculty
raters' comments that students need to
develop stronger critical thinking and writ-
ing skills and develop a more functional
worldview, they proposed reducing the sizes
of theology and philosophy classes so that
professors could use classroom strategies
that allow more writing and interacting than
is possible with a class of over one hundred
students.
Smaller changes have also resulted.
Drawing from their own experience,
Bussema and Moes describe a seminar they
have set up for their psychology majors.
"We learned through assessment that our
students weren't satisfied with the specific
career information they were receiving," says
Bussema. So they made available some
videotapes describing career options for
psychology majors. They also pulled some
information from the Web and organized a
seminar to make the information readily
available to anyone interested.
Many more benefits and changes will
likely develop in the coming months and
years. Individual departments, which must
also develop an assessment plan to meet
North Central Accreditation requirements,
are finding out a great deal about their
students, says Moes. This, in turn, helps
them set more concrete and pointed goals.
"We're sitting on interesting information
that has the potential to tell us a lot more
about our students and help us do a better
job of teaching them," says Moes. "In fact,
sometimes what we thought we were doing
isn't really what we were doing," he adds.
That could mean changes for the future.
Change comes slowly, but having all
faculty read and rate six anonymous student
essays last year helped many professors see
the value of the process and see how
students have or haven't applied what they
have leamed.
Whenever you take the time to assess
you're going to be both encouraged and
disappointed, Bussema and Moes say. But
the new challenges and opportunities such
information leads to are exciting.
"Students have shown a lot of growth,
but their world is still small. Like all
Generation Xers they want to make a
difference, but they're not sure they can
have enough of an impact. By knowing
about these concerns we can help them
face them," Bussema says.
Moes adds, "Dordt students have
obviously made progress in the complexity
of their thinking, but we can help them do
much more."
"We haven't even realized the full impact
of the assessment information we've
gathered," says Moes. "It could affect the
teaching styles we use, the shape of our
general education program, the way we
mentor students."
One thing is certain, assessment is going
to continue to provide more and more infor-
mation about what students learn. The
challenge to the institution is to take that
information and use it so that Dordt students
will become better thinkers, writers, and
leaders for the next millennium.
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CCCU assessment results suggest
many don't explore their own beliefs
-
Dordt's assessment program is part ofa larger study by the Coalition ofChristian Colleges and Universities
titled "Taking Values Seriously: Assessing
the Mission of Church-Related Higher
Education." Coordinators of the
project believe that students who ask why
they believe what they do will develop a
stronger faith commitment. A student who
knows what he or she believes and can
articulate that belief is more likely to live it.
Survey results show that only about sixty
percent of CCCU students actively explore
or question their values and beliefs before
they graduate. The percentage of Dordt
students who actively probe their beliefs is a
bit higher. Thirty-four percent have critically
explored their beliefs and another forty-four
percent have come to a firm commitment
based on questioning and exploration.
"We're hoping students move from a
more implicit understanding-s-what they've
always been taught-i-to a more explicit
and confessional understanding of what they
believe," says Dr. Kenneth Bussema, a
member of Dordt's Assessment Committee.
"It often takes going through that questioning
process to be able to come back and tell why
they believe what they believe."
For the study, nearly fifty cooperating
institutions administer the same series of
tests and interviews to their students.
Freshmen are given the Cooperati ve
Institutional Research Project's freshman
survey (CIRP), seniors are given the College
Student Survey (CSS) test, and-faculty
complete a survey from the Higher
Education Research Institute (HERI).
Additional questions address issues and
values not dealt with in the standardized
tests. And a randomly selected group of
freshmen are asked questions related to
political, social, occupational, and religious
value~ as well as gender roles. These same
students are then interviewed again in their
senior year to monitor any changes. The size
of the final sample is close to 800.
Overall Identity Status
By Class
Percentage of Group
re you striving to integrate
your Christian faith in
fOUl' teaching? Do you want to
be a leader in your school's
HIlprovement? Are you looking
for an exciting master's program
that fits your busy life? The
Dordt College M,E<!, Program is
designed wifh you in mind. Our
goal is to help Christian school
teachers make their classrooms
and schools more distinctively
Christian, Our Summer program
will allow you to earn your
degree in just three summers, or
as many as six, while spending
minimal time away from home.
You'll share your insights and
struggles with fellow Christian
teachers and take away ideas that
you can use in your classroom.
Dordt also offers mini-courses
for continuing education and
graduate credit.
/
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Identity Status
Assessing the values of CCCU students is
somewhat complicated, but the project uses
both qualitative and quantitative methods
that the project coordinators believe bring
valid results. "Values" are defined as the
general principles that guide an individual's
decisions. They address "what should be,"
says Bayard Bayliss, associate dean at
Messiah College and codirector of the
project.
To get at whether these "values" are being
developed in CCCU students, raters evaluated
the transcribed anonymous interviews to
determine the "identity status" of each student.
They used four categories:
-identity diffusion (someone who is not
critically exploring goals and beliefs or
has not committed to something),
-identity foreclosure (someone who has
firm commitments that are not based on
personal, critical exploration, but are
borrowed from others),
-identity moratorium (a person critically
exploring alternatives without making a
commitment), and
-identity achieved (a person with finn
commitment to goals and beliefs that are
based upon critical exploration.)
TdeaIly a student will advance through
diffusion, foreclosure, or moratorium to the
achieved status. Some students may not
make a firm commitment to a belief or value
system until after they have graduated. And
some students may end up believing as they
did when they came, but in the process own
those beliefs for themselves.
The CCCU study is in the third year of a
six-year study that is partially funded by the
Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary
Education (FIPSE).
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Cau;:asian lind bave peRllIIS
who live logedtet, More of
their mother.> have a college
degree lind more are likely
to be full-time homemakers.
Religious Orientation
'Most CCCU students attend
a religious service periodi-
cally although only a little
over half report discussing
religion ftequently. Most
classify themselves as "hom-
again Christians."
Acfivllles
-eCCU sttJdenls were less
likely to have smoked
cigsreUflII or drunk beer.
wine, or liquor, They said
they were likely tu volunteer.
but actually volunteered IiUIe
more than any cross section
of students.
Reasons for Going to CoUege
•Although getting a better job
lind
most American students cite
for attending college, CCCU
students said their number
one reason for going to
college was to "learn more
about things." Getting a
better job was the number
two reason and makingmore
money was further down the
list. The main reason CCCU
students selected a particular
school Wasbecause of its
religious affiliation.
Finances
'Overall, CCCU students seem
to rely more heavily on some
form of aid than students at
private colleges.
Objectives
-eCCU students generally
seem less interested in being
financially "successful" than
their counterparts in other
institutions.A primeobjective
is to raise a family and
secondarily help influence
social values. They are
generally less interested in
environmental issues and
promoting racial under-
standing.
Political views
'CCCU students ate unlikely
to label themselvesas liberals;
neatly a third call themselves
middle of the roaders, and
well over half say they ate
conservatives. Five percent
identify themselves as being
far right.
--
Preparing leaders in
Christian education
"Dordt's
master of
education
program lS
helping me
unite my
Christian
perspective
with my
classroom
teaching. "
Jon Kroeze
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It's Not the economy, stupid
Why does so
much money
buy so much
little satisfaction
today?
"
Van Dyk, in a mastet an
accessible way, has captured
the essence of what it means
to be a Christian teacher.
You will want to
savor the chapter you've
just read, yet move
quickly to the next.
Harro VanBrummelen
Trinily Westem UnillMiity
In1992 Bill Clinton kept whispering to frustrated economically because so much of gambling, up nearly ISO percent since 1990,himself "It's the economy, slupid," the money we spend, both privately and has not brought satisfaction either.in order to keep himself focused on the publicly, doesn't create real value for us or Finally, we should consider the possi-
issue most likely to get him elected. In thet; nyone else. bility that there may be a host of other less
last couple of weeks he has noted on sev .see this more clearly, let's start with obvious things that we (notthe politicians)
occasions that the economy seems to be • • '"'l:' ethiJ2, 'P'!"v"'si¥~ crime. We spend do which contribute daily and unknowingly
humming along, and his State of the Uni· tween fiTty :II~il'-h ngted billion dollars a to our frustration. I'm referring here not
Address showed a clear shift toward I '\..iI ear purchasing/pc fir cars, offices, only to the billions of dollars we spend
education as a top priority. But if we s d!>'ksf othe~SJJII'e . We spend over one unthinkingly on everyday things that we
away the hype (which, inci\leIiMI!f:'e I ~iJlion"1> ear ot!J>u"si/Iesssecurity systems, want but do not need. I'm also referring to
to be backed up by~ .. "t'hflation and une bank guards, aijJ Illililar deterrents. our purchases of products, like the jet ski
ployment rates and stronomica s 0 ,k J' h'I;~ifh govJli "eft we spend tens of screaming past the fishing boat on a once
market indices), ~ heap,mll" eo~lilt ..... -billi '\Is mor"" ~lice, .. _---- __ ...... ---------.....,
than ever abou Ih·owunsatisfying lifeiS, judiciAl Sji '. . orrec- ": __ '''!II
People are wo ·U& long hours, parePl-chil tio (the ptr, h/ndustry
interaction IS a n all-ti'lne '<I'\¥,"lln4.!"ore ha I een 8!'" 1 gat
than a million eopl filed for ban~ rrty peI!4 .~ij1us pe,
in the United States iif"il,~~w q;jh th'e1l year), dliJi"gnJbrcem~nt
things be whe '1fthe economy is'§llPR\lsedly '1 ~ncies, rf!humming alon· .• __ .. " ..... -..) surveillanc ~ .. stems,My tendenq in th; ~ Ila be'ln toy an"§wh'te!o ar crime
dismiss so '" this c'IlmplalO n illS t ilJlll preve 'e also p~y
fare for a at h'!m~tic society, h ;. insulJ1Ji miums t9
rese"I~~ g1' ..!::~OWS':tth. eO, of ~~l'l propertyf and
hav~tl.W more wesseem to thi Wi.!... ~'f:IW e cost a
,f • ~ ~ I
e became increaslff - n 't! Insurance fraud and I
ho ver, that'tJre,quality of t ot nearly unreasonable liability'
a .gh in many parts 0fiStu' COUlllfY as the claims.
natio"nil!income statistics would seem to Altogether, these
indicate~n4,)ther words, even til· ugh we costs amount to at least
make and spend1:n:~ oneY)ban ever a couple of thousand i
before, people aren't just being cry babies dollars for every adult'in
when they complain about their economic the United States. In fact,
state. We are responding to real frustrations, one study placed the cost
but we don't always seem to understand the of crime alone at around
root of that frustration. Consequently we seven percent of our
attack and blame government officials and Gross DomestiG Product
others in authority. (GDP). It is clear that
No doubt some of this outrage against none of these expendi-
politicians is justified, but I fear that to a lures would be needed if
significant degree our wrath may be mis- people followed a few uncomplicated moral tranquil lake, or the boom box on the beach,
placed. Why does so much money buy so laws. It is also clear that expenditures on which, while adding to one person's sense
little satisfaction today? To be sure, taxes these types of things reduce the production of well-being, detract from community life.
take a big chunk of our incomes, but our tax and enjoyment of other products and And to the massive growth in telemarket-
rates are still lower than they are in most of services that could make our lives more ing's contribution to the GDP which so
the industrialized world. meaningful. 1W1delyinterrupts so many of our supper
Instead of jumping on the "blame the The detrimental effect on economic _lite.-::; h'ours.
politicians" bandwagon, I would like you to of violating the eighth comrnandjJJ.ent;ho,w-.. Neither poor stewardship, immorality,
consider with me the possibility that we are ever, is just the tipofth~]ce.berg. Irrl'agina self-indulgence nor selfishness contribute to
the frustration of millit:rts of divorced or happiness, as the Bible clearly indicates, so
separated people th~t comes from paying we should not be surprised that we have an
billions of dollars of unnecessary rent or epidemic of dissatisfaction in our country
mortgage payments or lawyer fees because- today. Unfortunately, there is only so much
they need two houses or lawyers rather than our politicians, (including Bill Clinton and
one. Imagine the ambivalence of young; his_assessment of the state of our union,)
parents wondering whether the five billion can do to dig us out of this mess.
they spent on daycare last year was worth Lowering unemployment or inflation, or
more than the value of the time they didn't pushing ut;, the GDP by themselves are not
spend with their children. Think further of the answer. Continued growth, even real
the billions of dollars spent annua.lly on growth, will do little to counter the long-
replacing things, cleaning up the environ-. term frustratioIf associated with making
ment, or patching up relationships that we more money but enjoying it less. Rather, we
did not take proper care of in th<}first place. ·need a reSurgence of real love for each other
Car crashes cost us fifty-seven.lJillion and the kind of moral conduct that emerges
last year. Sales of bottled water1tave risen (rom .thatlove. This can only happen when
nearly 200 percent in ten years, as confi- hearts change. So let's expect a lot from our
dence in the safety of some of our water politicians, but if)more than We expect
supplies has dwindled. Prozac sales have ",from ourselves. By' focusing on the things
more than tripled since 1990. that rea Iy c"outYt,we'll find that our
Consider money spent indulging our- economic satisfaction will increase, not
selves with excessive food or drink, necessarily because the numbers will be
cigarettes, or illicit pleasure. We spent over bigger, but because much more of our
eighty billion dollars last year on diet plans money will be used for things that we and
and products and obesity-related health care those around us really need. We may also
services to get back to the level of health we find that this will contribute to the
had prior to indulging ourselves. Who reestablishment of a sense of community
knows how much we spent overeating to get and a reversal of the negative spirit that
to the point where we needed these things? pervades our land.
And the amount of money spent on casino
John Visser
new from the
Dordt Press
Letters to Lisa
by John Van Dyk
In an engaging series of letters, a
classroom veteran and his teacher
daughter discuss what it means to
be a Christian teacher. Addresses
practical questions ranging from
the use of worksheets and meeting
individual needs to comperition,
curriculum, and professionalism.
Intended first of all for teachers, will
be helpful to adminsuarors, school
board members, parents-anyone
interested in Christian education.
paperback, 217 pages, illus., $11.95 U.S.
DordlCoIleIle Pr_ Sioux center, Iowa 51250' 712/722-6421
m-Odordl edu • http://www.dordl.edulpubldordtpress
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Faculty news _
Simon Dn Toit, professor of theatre arts,
recently held a faculty recital with professors
Dave and Jeri Schelhaas. They performed
Tennessee Williams' "Twenty-Seven Wagons
Full of Cotton" and Anton Chekhov's "Swan
Song." Both they and audience enjoyed it
so much that they hope to do another faculty
recital next year.
Duane Bajema, professor of agriculture,
attended the meeting of the Animal Manage-
ment Issue Team of the Leopold Center for
Sustainable Agriculture in Ames, Iowa. Forage
management projects for livestock were
presented and discussed, grant proposals were
examined, and plans were discussed for next
year.
Music professor Ben Kornelis conducted
Dordt's Concert Choir as the guest choir at the
Northwest Iowa Choral Association Festival in
February. "Songs of the Season" written by
Komelis, appeared in the March 1997 issue of
Reformed Worship. He also had four reviews
published in the March 1997 issue of Choral
Review.
History professor Paul Otto recently
published a review of Theda Purdue and
Michael D. Green's The Cherokee Removal:
A Brief History with Documents in the Winter
1996 edition of the Western Quarterly.
Dr. John C. Vander Stelt, professor of
philosophy and theology, gave the opening
address at the annual meeting of the Associ-
atiorsfor a Reformed University at Redeemer
College in Ontario, Canada. He spoke on
"Reformed Christian Higher
Education: A Global
Perspective."
Vander Stelt's lecture, "The
History and Vision of
IAPCHE," which he gave at the
regional conference of lAPCHE
in Debrecen, Hungary, in 1993,
has been published in Christians
and Higher Education in
Eastern Europe. IAPCHE is the
acronym for the International
Association for the Promotion
of Christian Higher Education.
John Van Dyk, professor of
education, presented a paper on
the implications of learning style theories at the
annual conference of the Association of
Teacher Educators in Washington, D.C., on
February 18. From February 19-21, he con-
ducted workshops and seminars for the board,
education committee, and staff of Duncan
Christian High School in Duncan, British
Columbia.
Van Dyk's book, Letters to Lisa:
Conversations with a Christian Teacher, will
be published by the Dordt Press in March.
Barbara Fennema began work on her
doctorate in the field of Instructional
Technology and Distance Education this
February. Using an electronic classroom, a
Webboard, e-mail, audiobridge, and soon,
video, she is becoming immersed in the field.
On February 24, she presented "The Learning
Organization and Effective Change" with a
colleague in Boston, using an electronic class-
room. The class was transmitted to ten states
and the province of British Columbia.
Dr. Richard Faber is making good use of
current techonology to communicate with his
students. He has created a Web page for his
courses; hich includes Course information as
well as current grade information for students.
Dr. Faber's Web page can be visited at
http://www.dordt.edul-rfaber/mathI13/,
Works by art faculty, Joanne Alherda,
Norman Mathies, and Esther Van Eek,
were on display in the college gallery
during February and March. Hanging were
photographs, prints, quilts, and paintings by
the three artists.
Dordt writers published
in Writers Inc.
For the past few years, Dr. John VanRys has been moonlighting. Van Rys, aprofessor of English, has worked with
Dr. Verne Meyer, former Dordt theatre arts
professor, to write several publications for
Write Source, a production house for
Houghton-Mifflin Publishing.
In March, a new writing handbook called
Writers Inc: Write for College, containing the
work of Meyer and Van Rys as well as
seventeen Dordt students, will be published.
Houghton-Mifflin will market the book to
colleges and universities across the country.
It is another handbook in a series of
increasingly popular curriculum materials
from Write Source, a company Meyer helped
found in the seventies. The books are now
used in many school systems across North
America.
Samples of writing from Dordt College
contributors appear twenty-five times, in
fifteen full pieces and nine model paragraphs.
But these pieces were not shoo-ins because
they had an inside line, says Meyer. The
Write Source solicits writing and student
publications from some of the best schools
in the country, scanning hundreds of pieces
to come up with examples of good writing.
"These pieces have earned their right to
be in the handbook," says Meyer, who has
enjoyed working with student writers.
The Dordt pieces include personal narra-
tives, academic essays, and book and movie
reviews as well as interview follow-up letters.
Topics of the selected pieces range from
affirmative action to literature to medieval
medical practice to The Simpsons.
Wr.:iteqInc: Write/or College-is intended
for a much wider audience than the world of
Christian education, and its influence will be
much broader.
"I believe that all of these pieces demon-
strate a Reformed worldview in action, and
some even make overt references to the
Christian faith," says Van Rys. "That fact
alone is worth celebrating in an educational
environment hostile to Christianity."
Van Gilst awarded Fulbright to Venezuela
Paula Treick
Dr.Lorna Van Gilst is packing her bagsto move to a warmer climate-theAndes Mountains of Venezuela. Van
Gilst, who teaches English and communication
at Dordt, was recently awarded a Fulbright
Scholarship to lecture and do research in
Venezuela for the academic year 1997-98. The
J. William Fulbright Scholar Award is avail-
able to professors who want to teach in a
foreign setting to increase mutual understand-
ing between countries.
Van Gilst is no stranger to transcultural
encounters. She has spent three summers
teaching in the Ukraine and has traveled to
Venezuela each of the past three Christmases
to work with university professors there.
The idea to apply for the Fulbright scholar-
ship came to Van Gilst last summer in the
Ukraine. She received encouragement from
Dr. John Hofland, a member of Dordt's
Theatre Arts department and a Fulbright
winner to the Ukraine in 1995.
The Fulbright Award will send Van Gilst to
the Universidad de Los Andes at Merida,
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tucked away in the Andes at the southern base
of Lake Maracaibo in western Venezuela. Her
proposal for the year's work, which was
accepted by the Fulbright committee in
Venezuela, poses educational benefits and
exciting challenges for Van Gilst.
The university offers a variety of language
studies in its department of modem languages,
one of which is English as a Foreign
Language. As a guest professor in the English
branch of the department, Van Gilst will teach
one section of the Reading and Writing course
and conduct research with students enrolled in
another section of the same course. The coop-
erating professor of the second group is Dr.
Jose Villalobos, a fellow Christian and Van
Gilst's research partner in doctoral studies at
the University of Iowa. Van Gilst will join him
as a member of a foreign language research
group called the Centro do Investigacion de
Lenguas Extranjeras.
A third role for Van Gilst is assisting
the department of modern languages in
establishing a graduate program for a master's
degree in English education that centers on
reading and writing. Supported by Fulbright
funds, she intends to select and take with her
research-based reference books and materials
for writing in English studies. The materials
will become the property of the university
when her stay ends.
Van Gilst welcomes the opportunity to
immerse herself in another culture. "The
people are very warm," she acknowledges, as
is the weather, a warm seventy degrees year-
round. "The snow stays on the mountains
where it belongs," jokes the California native.
"I am looking forward to the opportunity to
stretch a bit professionally," Van Gilst said.
"And I hope my Spanish will improve." Van
Gilst encourages everyone to go to
another country if the opportunity arises.
"It gets you out of your comfort zone,"
she explains. "The kingdom of God is bigger
than North America. Living in another culture
for a while gives me a keener sense of
purpose-s-of who I am and who I'm called
to be."
/
SamPles of writing
from Dordt College
contributors appear
twenty-five times,
in fifteen full pieces
and nirte model
paragraphs.
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Sports
Defenders fall seven
points short of nationals
On February I, the Dordt College men'sbasketball team returned from WesternSouth Dakota with a 3-7 record in the
South Dakota-Iowa Conference. Making the
SOIC playoffs, much less a shot at the NAJA
Division II national tournament, seemed out of
reach.
But a little more than a month later, after
winning their final six games in the SOIC and
after upsetting the top seed in the SOIC tourna-
ment, Dakota Wesleyan, the Defenders returned
to Rapid City to play South Dakota Tech in the
SOIC championship game. A trip to nationals
hung in the balance. Although the Defenders fell
seven points short of the national tournament
with a 58-51 loss to Tech and missed nationals,
the 1996--97 team will be remembered for its
incredible run to the playoffs.
That six-game SOIC winning streak included
four straight on-the-road wins. In the SOIC
playoffs, Dordt had the No.4 seed and had to
face top seed Dakota Wesleyan in Mitchell in
the playoff semifinals. Dordt led for most of the
game, holding on for a 72-71 upset win to eam
the trip to the SOIC final.
The excitement of the SOIC finish came
after a strong non-conference start for Dordt in
November and December. The Defenders started
out the year with a 7-1 record in non-confer-
ence games. "We emphasized the non-confer-
ence schedule this year," said Van Soelen. "We
wanted a big start." But the Defenders lost two
of three, including a triple overtime loss to
Pacific Lutheran, on a trip to Washington State
in late December before opening the SOIC slate.
The Defenders finished 17-12 overall on the
season.
Senior forward Tracy Winkle was named
second-team all-SOIC after the season. He was
second on the team with 12.5 points per game
overall, but led the team in SDIC games with
13.9 points in those contests. Winkle also led
the team with 80 three-point baskets, 6.4
rebounds per game, 65 steals and 80 assists.
Senior center Chris Huyser scored 12.4 points
per game with 5.5 rebounds per contest. Junior
forward Ross Bouma averaged 12.7 points.
Senior guard Jason Nikkel had 79 assists.
Seniors Matt Fynaardt and Nathan Schelhaas
also played key roles.
"This team had a good year," said Van
Soelen. "We defeated Peru State and Black Hills
State and both of those teams are at nationals.
We were close."
With five seniors graduating, Van Soelen
said that next year's team will have a different
look. "We're going to be younger," he said, "but
we hope that we can maintain some of the
momentum from our great finish into next year."
.....-
Honored
Each year at Homecoming
Dordt honors its student
athletes from the past year.
Scholar Athletes honored:
Track & Cross Country
Sonya Jongsma
Kristen Schemmerhom
April Meuzelaar
Todd Schemper
Volleyball
Kristi Hofland
Basketball
(from the class of '96)
Kyle Van Zee
Jeanette Nydam-Walhof
Tracy Winkle ('97)
Soccer
Micah Scheurs
Eric Van Riessen
Eric Vander Mey
Mark Memmelaar
Two basketball players were
recently named to the All-
Conference second team.
They are:
Tracy Winkle
Lisa Roos
DORDT COLLEGE
Sports Information DirectorlRadio Sports Director
Dordt College and KDCR, the college-owned radio station, seek a highly qualified
individual for this combination position. Duties include disseminating appropriate
news and information about the college's athletic programs to the media and other
publics, writing news releases and publicity materials, coordinating and participating
in sports broadcasts, and other related duties. Desirable experience includes broad-
cast production, news writing for both print and radio, and play-by-play announcing.
Applicants must have a firm commitment to the Christian mission of the college.
Send letter of application and resume by April 14 to Denny De Waard, Manager, KDCR
Radio, at the address below, or by fax to 712-722-6244.
Dordt College strongly encourages applications from women, minorities, and disabled persons.
DORDT COLLEGE
Sioux Center, Iowa 51250 712-722-6000498 4th Avenue NE
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Lady Defenders make steps toward the future
The Dordt College Lady Defendersopened the 1996-97 basketball seasonwith three juniors heading a team
that featured a large contingency of sopho-
mores and freshmen. During the season,
three freshmen started most games. The
young team really came together late in the
season.
Dordt's women opened the year winning
four of their first five games. That run included
winning the championship at the Trinity
Christian College Tournament. Before
Christmas, the Dordt women took Briar Cliff to
double-overtime before losing 95-93. Briar
Cliff entered the NAJA National Tournament
in March with a 35-0 record.
In January, the Dordt women opened play
in the South Dakota-Iowa Conference with
back-to-hack losses against Black Hills State
and South Dakota Tech, a pair of teams ranked
in the NAIA Division 11 top ten for most of the
year. The Lady Defenders soon found them-
selves with an 0-6 mark in the SOle.
"After our nice start in December, we
weren't quite ready after Christmas," said
Dordt coach Len Rhoda.
But the Lady Defenders rebounded from
their rough start in the SOIC by winning six of
their final ten games in SOIC action. An 81-42
win against Westmar started that run. In the
final weeks of the season, the Lady Defenders
defeated Dakota State and Sioux Falls. Both of
those teams would eventually qualify for SOIC
playoffs.
"Our goal was to be among the best four in
the SOIC," said Rhoda. "By the end of the year
we had accomplished that goal. This group got
better all year."
Sophomore center Lisa RODS led Dordt
with 14.0 points per game, 8.9 rebounds per
contest and 62 blocked shots. She was named
a second-team all-SDIC selection after the
season. Freshman Carla GeJeynse was second
on the team with 10.2 points per game and 7.1
rebounds. Freshman Allison Vis led the team
with 65 assists.
With no graduating seniors, the future
looks bright for the Lady Defenders. Two
sophomores, Alissa Beckering and Angie
Schiebout will be transferring and leaving
the program, but Rhoda will return the
nucleus of this team which finished 10-15
overall and 6-10 in the SDIC.
"J think we have a bright future," he said.
"We have a good nucleus of players who love
to play basketball."
Blades claim berth in play-offs
The Dordt College Blades finished avery successful hockey season witheighteen wins, three losses, and three
tied games in the regular season. First
semester's scoring was even more impressive.
When the Blades disbanded for Christmas
break, their overall record was
thirteen wins, zero losses, and one tied game.
For a team with no permanent coach, their
record was an amazing feat.
Christmas break didn't last long enough
for their uniforms to air out, however. The
annual Canadian hockey tour took the team to
British Columbia from January 6 to 11 for
games in the Abbotsford/Surrey area. Dr.
Case Boot, faculty advisor for the hockey
program, accompanied the team on their tour,
Boot has been associated with the hockey
team for nearly thirty years.
The Blades lost several key players at the
semester, when Mark Bekkering, Brent
Smeenk, and Jeff Wubs left to study in the
Netherlands. Bekkering had been the team's
best scorer, and Smeenk and Wubs were part
of a great defense. But the Blades made it all
the way to playoffs, where they placed fourth,
finishing the season on a low note.
The annual hockey banquet recognized the
contributions of the many players. Jeff
Vandermeer was given the Unsung Hero
award for organizing the team and playing all
five non-goalie positions. Jason Visser won
the Most Sportsman-like award for playing
great defense and receiving only one penalty
during the entire season. Sophomore Mark
Nagtegaal was the Most Improved Player.
Freshman Jeremy Hendrickson was the
Rookie of the Year and the team's second
highest scorer. Best Offensive Player went to
Ben Saarloos for being the number one center
and leading the team in scoring. Goalie Erick
Janssens won the all-around Most Valuable
Player award; Jeremy Huygen was the Best
Defensive Player; and Jon Mooy received an
honorable mention.
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Campaign Update
College: officials expeg to move into the recreation center by mid-summer; painting and d wallin are currentl~in pro~.
Campaign contributions edge upward
Lyle Gritters
As indicated on the campaign ther-mometer, the Dordt 2000 Campaignreached $12,448,000 by February I,
1997-an increase of close to $448,000 since
the last issue of the Voice was published.
The fund-raising efforts of the college
development office during this academic year
have been richly blessed. The current total
raised, $12,448,000, already exceeds our last
campaign by more than $3,000,000, and the
flow of new pledge commitments continues
at an impressive pace. New campaign pledge
commitments are twenty-four percent higher
than last year through the first seven months
of the fiscal year.
Hundreds of young alumni and new
donors have joined long-time, traditional sup-
porters in providing the gift pledges needed to
re~h this mark. Now, the college needs to
raise another $3,552,000 over the next few
years to successfully complete the Dordt 2000
Campaign. The Matching Gifts Program,
introduced January I, will be the centerpiece
of the completion phase of the campaign.
New Campaign Matching Gifts
Program Introduced
This program provides matching gifts for
all new and increased Dordt 2000
pledges/gifts of $500 or more.
Funded by a group of friends of the
college, the matching grant program will
leverage new or increased pledges/gifts to
the campaign by having these gifts matched
as follows:
Matching Pledges
Pledge or Will be
Gift of Matched at
$500 to $999 25%
$1000 to $10,000 50%
This program is designed to encourage
new pledges and gifts from a broader base of
friends, alumni, and other supporters of the
college. It is crucial to raising the last $3.5
million needed to reach the campaign goal
of $16 million.
Construction Progress
Contractors and sub-contractors have
made good progress on the interior construc-
tion and the finishing of specific areas in the
recreation complex over the winter months.
The former maintenance shop, which will
be part of the recreation complex, has had the
old walls and floors replaced; this renovated
area will provide a classroom, offices, and
other support services for the complex.
Lockers have been installed, rooms have
Phonathon is another huge success
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This past fall, with the help of 25 stu-dents, Dordt College conducted anothersuccessful phonathon program. Over
6500 pledges were received for the Fall Drive
for a total exceeding $316,000. Gifts were
pledged from alumni, parents, and friends
from all over the United States and Canada.
The student callers would like to thank every-
one for their generous contributions.
Student callers pictured: On the phone booth- Tim
Van Zee, Pella, Iowa; Paul Lapka, Sacred Heart, Minn.
Back row- Jason Maas, Sioux Center, Iowa; Steve
Holwerda, Lansing, Ill.; Matt Bylsma, Littleton,
Colo.; Cami Kreun, Tempe, Ariz.; Craig Broek,
Ireton, Iowa; Renee Meenderink, Lynden, Wash.
Third row- Ann Dykstra, Blomkest, Minn.; Shelly
Vander Tulg, Strathmore, Calif.; Rachelle Niewenhuis,
Platte, S.D.; Jori Bos, Lacombe, Alta.; Amy Wielenga,
Emo, Ont.; Elizabeth Boerema, Surrey, B.C.
Second row- Becky De Vries, Glen Williams, Ont.;
Shawna Prins, Leota, Minn.; Charissa Kamps,
Scottsdale, Ariz.; Kelly Vander Veen, Ripon, Calif.;
Rhonda Schoep, Sioux Falls, S.D.
Front row- Jeremy Van Den Berg, Manhattan,
Mont.; Kevin, Phonathon "little brother;" Hendrik
Stel, Rocky Mountain House, A.B.
been painted, most of the sheetrock has
been installed in the gymnasium/track area,
and painting has begun in that area. The
heating system for the complex was activated
and tested in January. And, the exterior glass
was installed on the north and south walls.
The installation of the glass gives a whole
new atmosphere within the facility.
Over the next couple of months we antici-
pate the installation of basketball backstops
and backboards, the flooring system for the
three courts and the track, the racquetball
courts, the reception desk with its controls,
and the finishing of the office, classroom, and
support areas.
A mid-summer completion date is antici-
pated. As the facility takes shape, it becomes
very apparent that this facility will provide
excellent recreational and conditioning
opportnnities for the Dordt students and
members of the commnnity. We are grateful
for the construction progress and for all of
the supporters who have made it possible.
Meet the Board
Helen De Groot
Helen (Slegers) De Groot graduated
from Dordt in 1971 with a B.A. in elemen-
tary education. She and her husband, Larry
De Groot, a 1970 graduate, have three chil-
dren. De Groot has been a teacher for thir-
teen years. For the last nine, she has
worked with student teachers from Dordt.
De Groot regards Dordt as an excellent
Christian college.
Kelly A. Tien
Kelly A. Tien graduated from Dordt with
a B.A. in business administration. In 1981,
he received his master's degree from Drake
University. His wife, Jayne (De Bruin) is a
1981 graduate. They have three children,
Matthew, 10, Morgan, 6, and Connor, 4.
The Tiens live in Westlake, Ohio, where
they attend West Park Christian Reformed
Church. Tien is a partner with Ernst &
Young LLP, an international audit, tax, and
consulting firm. He enjoys travel, family
activities, gardening, and reading. Tien
appreciates the business education and the
perspective on life that he received from
Dordt. His work on the board of trustees
allows him to give something back to
Dordt, in the hope that Dordt will continue
to benefit others.
/
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$16
million
$14
million
$6
million
$4
million
$2
million
Campaign Goal:
$16 million
Raised to date:
$12.48million
Dordt 2000 is a flve-
year, $16 million cam-
paign to provide addi-
tional campus facilities,
meet the annual fund
goals, and increase the
endowment.
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time to look for another job. He was hired
by Reuters in Bahrain and soon sent to
Beirut.
"The danger wasn't so great in Beirut at
that time," he says. In fact, he originally
went to cover peace negotiations. But with-
in a month war broke out.
"I didn't have an important position so I
was relatively safe for a time," he says. He
knew Benjamin Weir and Terry Anderson
and other journalists who became house-
hold names after their kidnappings.
Eventually, for safety reasons, Reuters
moved him out too, back to Bahrain.
After three years in Baluain, primarily
covering OPEC conferences and oil news,
Palmer was sent to Geneva. But shortly
before his reassignment, he took another
major step in his life. He married his wife
Margo. a Canadian nurse he had met in an
underground church in Riyadh, Saudi
Arabia, five years before. Together they
moved to Geneva, soon adopting their three
oldest children, Cameron, now nine; Peter,
now eight; and Faith, now seven. All three
were born in Romania.
" Geneva is an exciting base for a
journalist. You cover all of the world's prob-
lems," says Palmer. Among other things, he
reported on the Iran-Iraq peace talks, US-
Soviet arms negotiations, GATT trade talks,
environmental conferences, and refugee
issues. Palmer says he probably wrote
between seven and ten articles per week that
were then distributed via Reuters wire service
to radio, television, and newspaper subscribers
around the world.
"It's a high-pressure job. You have to be
fast, accurate, grasp the issues quickly,
provide broad coverage, and write clearly
and concisely," he says.
"We support over 300,000 screens that
sit on traders' desks so they have immediate
access to the most current political and
economic developments ai d~ wll:kL.o-_ .. "F.o.... ~
There are times when we have to get some-
thing on the wire within a minute or less of
receiving the information."
Palmer is happy to be back in North
America after his years in the Middle East
and Europe.
"I'm happy to be more stable now," he
says. "Our youngest son, Robbie, lived in
four countries and three continents in his first
three years of life." Robbie, now four, is
homeschooled with his siblings by his moth-
er. They live in a quiet wooded area about a
half hour outside of Ottawa.
Meanwhile the pace of Palmer's life
remains busy. The biggest challenge, he says,
is to keep abreast of everything that is
happening. He spends a great deal of time on
Parliament Hill, talking to cabinet ministers
and members of Parliament. He joins
receptions attended by heads of government.
"My work is exciting because there are so
many social issues arising in Canada that are
ultimately more shaping of culture than the
value of the dollar or the price of oil," he
says.
"Dordt gave me a very solid education.
My studies in history, economics, and
sociology have helped me be able to switch
quickly from one issue to another and be able
to understand the issues and problems that
need to be faced."
Someday he would still like to work in
Washington or another major United States
city, but right now he is happy covering
Canadian national affairs. His work still
provides adventure and interesting incidents-
like the one in 1995 when Russian President
Boris Yeltsin told him he asked too many
questions, after Palmer fired questions to him
as he walked down a street in Halifax.
Through it all he keeps working to be the best
journalist he can, using the tools he first
leamed as an undergraduate.
I
1997 Distinguished Alum ----------------
Randy Palmer circles the globe for Reuters"
We support ·over Randall Palmer has lived in eightcountries and on three continentsince he graduated from Dordt in
1978. Palmer, a journalist, is senior corre-
spondent for Reuters News Service bureau in
Ottawa, Canada. Over the last nineteen years
he has lived in Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Beirut,
Geneva, Dubai (of the United Arab Emirates),
Canada, the United States, and Britain.
Ironically, two tragic events prompted and
then propelled Palmer's career in journalism.
As a sophomore at Eastern Christian High
School in New Jersey, he was asked to writ~
an obituary for the school paper when a class-
mate died after being hit by a soccer ball.
"I had been casting about for a career,
thinking about the ministry or foreign lan-
guage study, when I thought 'Why can't I be
a journalist?"says Palmer.
Years later, the bombing of the marine
barracks in Beirut, horrible though it was, put
Palmer in a high-profile position.
"The wars in Beirut were the world's top
stories for months," says Palmer. The
300,000 screens that
sit on trader's desks.
There are times when
we have to get some-
thingoT:l>the JJIJ:K
within a minute or
less of receiving the
information.
"
Looking for a good movie?
Visit Schuurman's Website for reviews
REv.John Schuurman ('68), pastor of Wheaton CRC in Wheaton, Illinois, hasfound an interesting way to combine his loves and reach a broad audience-ough the Internet.
During his time at Dordt as an English major, Schuurman was heavily involved in
the theatre. After graduating from Dordt, Schuurman obtained a master's degree in
theatre arts and worked as an actor/director for a number of years, touring the country
with his one-man show on Charles Spurgeon. He has also served as an ordained min-
ister of the Christian Reformed Church since 1985.
Schuurman can be reached through Wheaton CRe's on-line Website, where he has
been actively writing movie reviews for a year. The site also includes pastoral
messages, information about the church and ministry, and facts about persecuted
Christians around the world. Last year the overall Wheaton site was visited 2880
times, with approximately eighty percent visiting the movie page. Schuunnan admits
that he gets a lot of reactions, both affirming and critical.
The movie page's wide audience crosses national boundaries.with readers in
Australia and Sweden, and also crosses religious boundaries. One of Schuurman's
favorite responses came from Australia, where a reader said, "Read your review of
Dead Man Walking. It was good. I expected it to be all Christian. But you were fair."
Schuurman says he applies a Reformed worldview to the movies he is reviewing, as
well as judging a film's cinematic qualities.
Schuunnan appreciates the education and perspective he received at Dordt. He
comments, "That word 'perspective' (which might elicit yawns from students having
heard it on campus) takes on urgency and is central to my ability to speak with
authority and flexibility and a degree of wisdom in my work."
Schuurman is married to Janet (Damon,'78), and they have two children, Micah,
10, and Janelle, 8.
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bombing of the marine barracks happened on
Sunday morning, Saturday night in North
America. They were able to get their stories
onto the wire before others, beating out even
the New York Times.
The assignment in Beirut gave Palmer's
articles more play, earning him a higher
profile in the Reuters organization. It also
gave him valuable experience in the fast-
paced world of reporting, ultimately leading
to his assignment as senior correspondent in
Ottawa.
The road to Ottawa has been winding and,
at times, adventurous. It began at Dordt
College. In 197;1 fund raising and public.
relations were the responsibility of one
person, Lyle Gritters, now Dordt's vice presi-
dent for advancement. As a freshman Palmer
was hired by Gritters to help write press
releases and assist him in public relations.
"I never did much with the Diamond
when I was a student, because I was working
nearly twenty hours a week for the college,"
says Palmer.
In his remarks as this year's Distinguished
Alumnus, Palmer repeatedly refers to those
years as four of the best of his life.
"Dordt taught me how to look at issues
and policies and understand what was going
on and how to analyze them," he says.
Although he began as a communication
major, he eventually switched to history and
social sciences because he thought it would
give him the breadth and background he
would need to understand economic and
political issues and international affairs.
In 1978 he left for Cambridge University,
earning a master's degree in economics. He
returned to the States for a master's in
journalism at Columbia University.
When he finished at Columbia, fresh with
enthusiasm but short on experience, he could
not find a job in the United States.
"I was young and single so I started look-
ing abroad," he says. He answered an ad for a
position with the Saudi Gazette, an English
language paper primarily for Saudi expatri-
ates. He spent two years covering business
news, often focusing on the oil industry.
One fringe benefit of that job, he says,
was bumping into world leaders. He met then
Vice President George Bush in Saudi Arabia,
rode in a limousine with former President
Jimmy Carter, and saw the king and crown
prince of Saudi Arabia.
However, after printing a story on the
Saudi trade surplus, authorities became
unhappy with him, and Palmer decided it was
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Notes from the alumni director
Come to the first cluster reunion this summer
Our planningfor Reunion'97 is well
under way. If you
were a member of
the class of '72, '87,
or '80-'84 we hope
that you're planning
to be part of the
crowd gathering on campus June 27-29.
Reunion begins on Friday afternoon with
check-in and perhaps a stroll around campus
to see what's new since you were a student.
Reunion activities will get under way for-
mally with the Friday evening meal, fol-
lowed by a kick-off rally in the refurbished
B.J. Haan Auditorium. We'll wrap up the
evening with class socials, where you'll get
a chance to renew old friendships and
remember the "way it was" when you were
at Dordt.
Saturday you'll be kept busy with semi-
nars, sporting opportunities. and lots of
socializing. Children will have their own
activities to keep them occupied-nursery
for the youngest set, preschool and youth
programs for the older ones, and activities
designed especially for high schoolers. The
children's program consistently gets rave
reviews from reunion-goers, so give your
kids a Dordt primer by including them in
your reunion plans.
Saturday night we'll get together for a
banquet and (we hope) some home-grown
entertainment. If you've got a talent
to share, don't be shy. Let us know and you
can be part ofthe program.
Reunion comes to a close with Sunday
brunch following morning worship services.
You're bound to notice many changes on
campus and in fanner classmates, but we
think you'll find that the sense of
community and camaraderie that made
Dordt so special to you as a student is still
alive and well. We're looking forward to
seeing you at Reunion '97.
Meet your Alumni board members _
Dave Bloemendaal
DaveBloemendaalgraduated from
Dordt in 1968. He and
his wife, Joyce (Vander
Zee,'69), live in Orange
City, Iowa. They have
three children: Michael
('95), Christy(ex.'96),
and Amie (2000). Dave is currently employed
at Coast to Coast Hardware.
Dave writes: "As a senior in a public high
school I really had no expectations of attend-
ing college, much less knowing what I
wanted to do with my life. If I had not been
influenced by friends from Western Christian,
I would have been led down a very different
path. They encouraged me to attend Dordt
with them, and I am grateful for their leading.
"At Dordt I had my first encounter with
Christian education and learned that God had
a plan for my life other than what I wanted.
Dordt gave me a new perspecti ve of Christian
caring and sharing that will always be a part
of my life.
"As an alum the most inspiring aspect of
Dordt is the spiritual growth of students, fac-
ulty, and staff and how that spreads into our
communities."
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Nancy Koetsier
Nancy(Verhoeven)Koetsier grad-
uated in 1989 with a
degree in elementary
education. Nancy
taught grade one and
kindergarten at
Calvin Christian
School in Drayton, Ontario, before becoming
a full-time mother and homemaker. She and
her husband, James, a 1989 engineering
major, have three children: Erin, five;
Andrew, two; and Teri, nine months. Nancy
does some substitute teaching, leads a Coffee
Break Bible study, and works with James in
their church's youth program.
Nancy says, "I enjoy being on the alumni
board because I get to witness first hand the
excitement generated by all the growth and
improvements in all areas on campus. Dordt
College alumni are an underused resource,
particularly in the area of student recruitment.
Who better than someone with a great college
experience to encourage a student to check
out Dordt College?
"It's fun to come back from a visit to
Dordt and share with the youth group that
Dordt would be a great place for them to
experience."
Betty Moss
Betty (Addink)Moss graduat-ed from Dordt
in 1986 and worked
for Dordt as an
admissions counselor.
She is currently a
homemaker and
mother of two chil-
dren, Dilan, four years old, and Haley, a year
and a half. Betty and her husband, Kevin,
are expecting another child in May. Kevin
owns and operates a farrow-to-finish hog
operation in northwest Iowa.
Betty sings with Covenant, a contempo-
rary Christian band, and says she particular-
ly enjoys the ministry aspect of being with
the band. She is also worship planner in her
church and plays guitar for her church praise
team. She also enjoys making and selling
hand crafted wood and floral items.
She says, "I thoroughly enjoy being on
Dordt's alumni board. It has given me
another perspective on the mission of Dordt.
I'm also much more appreciative of the
work the college does to keep alumni
informed and in contact with one another."
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Homecoming '97 again Ceatured
a hospitality room for alumni to
chat and snack doring and
between games.
Watchfor these
upcoming
regional events
President's Receptions
Sunday, April 6-Pease, Minn.
Pease Chr. Ref.Church,
after the 10:00 a.m, service
Sunday, April 6-
New Brighton, Minn.
after the 6:00 service
Saturday, April 12-
Englewood, Colo.
Open House at Art &
Marilyn Dykstra's home at
4960 Gaylord St.,
Englewood,Colo.,
7:00-9:30 pm
Sunday, April 2~ayne, N.J.
Preakness Christian
Reformed Church,
8:00p.m.
Thursday,May l-Chicago, Ill.
GeorgiosBanquet Facility,
8800 West 59th St.,
Orland Park, 7:30 p.m.
Regional Events
The Repertory Theatre will
be touring in the Pacific
Northwest and points along
the way from May 9-23.
Watch the mail andlor
your church bulletin for
further information.
The Western Michigan
alumni choir will perform
at the opening worship of
the 1997 Synod of the
Christian Reformed
Church. Dale Grotenhuis,
commissioned for the
occasion, will direct the
choir in singing "God's
Faithfulness." The service
will be at Pillar Christian
Reformed Church in
Holland on Sunday, June
15. Choir alumni who are
interested in singing should
contact Laurel Benkelman
(616) 335-3669.
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Alumni news _
1970s
Nick and Marla (Visser) Christians ('71, '72)
live in Ames, Iowa. Nick was recently the winner
of one of R&D Magazine s 100 awards for his use
of com gluten as a herbicide. Nick is a horticul-
turist at Iowa State University.
Tena Siebenga (' 71) was married to Harry Valstar
on January 6, 1996, and became step-mom to four
children aged 20~29. The Valstars live in Fort
McMurray, Alberta, where Harry serves as the
pastor/evangelist of Evergreen eRe. Tena is
completing her dissertation for a doctorate in
Elementary Education from the University of
Alberta.
Alumni
listserv
Rev. Robert and Susan (Zylstra) Cromwell
('78, ex'81) have moved to Kansas City, Missouri,
with their son Joseph. Rob is the pastor of Ruskin
Heights Presbyterian Church, and is excited about
the challenge of a ministry in an interracial
community.
Gary and Carol (Vander Werf) Hofman
('79,'78) live in Sioux Falls, South Dakota,
with their three children. Gary recently earned
his doctoral degree from the University of South
Dakota, where he completed the Counseling
Psychology in Education program. He is a clin-
cial therapist at Stronghold Counseling Services
in Sioux Falls, as well as an adjunct professor of
psychology at the University of Sioux Falls.
We recently went on-line
with an alumni page on
Dordt's website. Now you
can also subscribe to a list-
serv just for Dordt alumni
and supporters. A joint
effort of the alumni office
and computer services, the
listserv is available to those
of you with access to a
computer and an Internet
connection. The listserv will
function as an alumni e-
mail directory and a forum
for discussing topics of
interest to you. You'llfind
us at www.dordt.edu.
Follow the links to the
Alumni Association.
In August 1995, Doyle and Grace (Bestebroer)
Smiens ('79,'79) moved to Chilliwack, British
Columbia, where Doyle is the administrator of
Chilliwack Christian School. Grace is working
toward her bachelor of arts in elementary
education at Trinity Western University. They
have two children, Kyle, 16, and Krystal, 15.
1980s
Kent and Barbara Kelderman ('81) live in West
Des Moines, Iowa, with their three children.
After living in Denver for several years where
Kent worked as an accountant, they returned to
Iowa. Kent now works at Microware Systems
Corporation where he is vice president and chief
executive officer.
Ted and Elizabeth (Tiesma,'83) Van Den Tempel
live in Poole, Ontario, where they keep busy on
their dairy farm. Their children, David, 12,
Darryl, 10, Thea, 8, Sofia, 5, Derek, 2, and
Benjamin, two months, keep them busy with
various sports, school, and church activities.
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Plan to join alumni and friends from
the classes of 1972, 1987, and 1980-84
in a weekend of reminiscing,
recreating and relaxing.
You'll see old friends, make some new ones,
participate in fun and educational workshops,
recreate and relax on campus and
enjoy the entertainment.
Plenty of fun and activity for the whole family.
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Flashback
(sent in by an alum this time!)
To enter the drawing for a Dordt t-shirt, identify these
characters by May 10. The second photo is optional.
David and Gayle (Mulder) Kroon ('84,'86) live in
Grand Rapids, Michigan. Dave is a foreman for a
lawn care service. Gayle is a homeschool mom
and the director of their church's children's choir.
The Kroons have five children, Lerae, 9, Anna, 7,
Jenice, 4, Evan, 2, and Abigail, five months.
Dan and Karen (Bleeker,'85) Gronseth live in
Pheonix, Arizona, where Dan recently completed
his master's degree in public administration from
Arizona State University. Dan works as a park
ranger at South Mountain Park in Phoenix. Karen
works part-time as a reading recovery specialist at
Papago Elementary School in Phoenix.
Graphics. Mary is a homemaker. They have two
children, Tyler, 3, and Devin, born in November.
Calvin and Anita Siebring-Struyk ('87,'86) live
in Terrace, British Columbia. Anita works at
home with their two growing sons, Tyler, 2, and
Nathan, born in October. Calvin practices law.
Mitchell and Lanra (Holland) Kahler ('87,'94)
live in Ripon, California. Mitchell is working
toward a degree through correspondence with
Trinity College in Indiana. He currently works as
a youth and audio-visual intern at Calvary
Reformed Church in Ripon. Laura teaches fourth
grade at Calvary Temple Christian School in
Modesto.
Dave and Peggy (Marcus) Boxum ('87,'88) live
in Hinton, Iowa. Dave is the director of commu-
nications and marketing at the United Way of
Siouxland in Sioux City. Peggy teaches first
grade in the South Sioux City Community School
District. She is currently on leave of absence
from her teaching position to be home with their
daughter, Autumn Lynn, born in December.
David and Dorene (Kramer,'85) Vander Zwaag
were married on February 8, 1997, and live on an
acreage near Sioux Center, Iowa. Dorene is the
lab manager at Trans-Ova Genetics, and Dave is
employed in the shipping department at NOEL
labs.
David and Marla (Haggen,'88) Schank live in
Canton, South Dakota. Dave and Marla both work
for the Sioux Falls Police Department, Dave as a
forensic criminologist, and Marla as a patrol
officer. They have a daughter, Morgan Kristeen,
born in November.
Jim and Sheri (Feenstra) De Haan ('89,'90) live
in Denver, Colorado. Jim works for the Bureau of
Reclamation as an electrical engineer. Sheri left
teaching Spanish at Denver Christian High School
to stay home with their two children.
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Peter and Beverly Helmus ('85) were married in
October and live in Maple Ridge, British
Columbia. Peter has operated a siding company
since 1989, and he now leads worship, plays gui-
tar, and leads a Bible study at a new church plant
in Maple Ridge. Beverly takes care of their new
home and their two children by her previous
marriage, Jeffrey, 5, and Christopher, 4.
Larry and Amy (Molder) Van Den Berg
('87,'87) live in Waupun, Wisconsin. Larry is
Systems Administrator for Westra Construction,
Inc. Amy stays at home with their three children,
Jacob, 5, Joseph, 2 112, and Megan, born in
November.
Mark and Mary Walvort (' 86) live in Waupun,
Wisconsin. Mark works in Lomira,
Wisconsin as an inkjet operator for Quad
1990s
Chuck and Kimberly (Cuperus) Adams ('90,'89)
live in Sheboygan, Wisconsin, where Chuck is the
Assistant City Attorney for the City of Sheboygan.
Kimberly stays at home with their two boys, Jesse
Andrew, 2, and Micah, born in January.
Dale and Cindy (Terpstra) Fopma ('90, '90) are
now residents of Sanborn, Iowa. Dale graduated
from Calvin Seminary last May, and accepted a
call to become pastor of Sanborn eRe. Dale was
ordained in September. Cindy is coaching the
Sheldon Christian School girls' basketball team.
Gregg and Kristi (Van Essen) Zonnefeld
('92, '92) live in Waupun, Wisconsin. Gregg
teaches and coaches at Central Wisconsin Christian
High. Kristi teaches part-time at Waupun Christian
Elementary School. Cody Jordan, born on
Valentine's Day, joins their other son, Trevor.
S~takes onthe
video lottery
Philip Stel stepped into the politicalarena and the media spotlight inAlberta when his local ministerial
association was asked to take a stand
against Rocky Mountain House's
gambling problems. Stel, a 1973 Dordt
gresuate and current member of Dordt's
board of trustees, is the pastor of the
Christian Reformed Church in Rocky
Mountain House, Alberta, He is also the
chair of the ministerial association,
Video Lottery Terminals or VLTs are
the primary concern of people like Stel.
First introduced to Alberta in 1992,
VLTs are spread throughout Alberta in
casinos and privately-owned bars.
Rocky Mountain House's thirty-seven
VLTs have generated an estimated $2.8
million dollars from the town's 5,700
residents, Citizens have been gambling
away life savings, mortgages, student
loans, welfare money, and entire
paychecks.
The ministerial association decided
to take a stand. Ten percent of the 5,700
residents were needed to sign a petition
in order to produce a plebiscite, but the
association was easily able to glean
more than 1,000 signatures, The next
step will be a town council meeting to
check the validity of the signatures, and
then a town vote will be held,
Opponents of the ban on VLTs con-
tend that Rocky Mountain House will
lose state funding through the lotteries,
Stel and others contend that the social
losses of continuing VLTs far outweigh
the financial gains, Stel says, "We have
a real opportunity to impact and be a
leaven in our society."
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Paul and Kathy (Vau Hofwegen) Nyhnis
('92, '93) now live in Bellingham, Washington,
after two-and-a-half years in Darwin, Australia.
Paul teaches mathematics and physical education
at Mount Vernon Middle School, and Kathy
practices social work in Bellingham.
Kees Van de Graaf (ex' 94) and Marjan Meyer
were married on May 24, 1996 and live in Utrecht
in the Netherlands. Kees is nearly finished with
his international relations degree from the Univer-
sity of Amsterdam and now works as a TV journal-
ist for the Dutch Christian Broadcast Company.
Marjan is currently studying social work and law.
Clary and Stacey (Mulder) K1oosterhof ('93,'92)
live in Manhattan, Montana, where Clary teaches
high school social studies at Manhattan Christian
School. Stacey is a homemaker. They have a
daughter, Haley Christina, born in October.
Stephen and Sherrie (Van Hal, '93) Kelly were
married on July 13, 1996. They live in Ripon,
California, where Shenie teaches math and
algebra at Ripon Christian Junior High.
Stephen is a journeyman plumber.
Craig Van Hill ('94) is currently working full-
time as the youth director at Providence CRC in
Grand Rapids, Michigan. He works with high
school and post- high school age young people.
Christina Breems ('95) lives in Chicago, Illinois,
where she is pursuing graduate studies in clinical
psychology at the Alder School of Professional
Psychology.
Marriages _
David Vander Zwaag and Dorene Kramer ('85),
February 8, 1997
Peter and Beverly Helmus ('85),
October 26, 1996.
Keviu TImmer ('86) and Karen Allspach ('86),
July 6, 1996
Greg Walters and Lisa Westra ('87),
September 8, 1996.
Mitchell Kahler ('87) and Laura Holland ('94),
December 21,1996.
Dale Vander Berg ('91) and Amy Van Maanen
('91), October 18, 1996.
Paul Dyk ('92) and Neva Dehne ('91),
August 3, 1996.
Larry Smith and Penni Hoogland ('93),
September 20, 1996.
Paul Henderson and Tina Bender ('93),
December 16, 1995.
Stephen Kelly and Sherrie Van Hal ('93),
July 13, 1996.
Kees Van de Graaf (ex '94) and Marjan Meyer,
May 24,1996.
Thomas Wichers ('95) and Tara Marie Carleton,
June 21,1996.
Jason Diemer and Michelle Veldstra ('95),
July 6,1996.
Michael Flikkema ('96) and Melinda Conklin
('96), January 25,1997.
Future Defenders _
Matthew and Tricia (Dirksen,'91) Jones, Dakota Gabriel, 5/28/96.
Mike and Renae (Eekhoff,'88) VanAst, Seth Michael, 7/20/95.
Jeffrey and Jane (Vander Lugt) Kaptein ('90,'90), Molli Anne, 4/20/96.
Pete and Liuda (Wind) Hamstra ('81,'86), Raquel Tiana, 7/5/96.
Jeff and Carolyn (Vos,'89) Leighton, Amanda Rose, 7/8/96.
AI and Kim (Pikkert,'84) Piers, Nicholas Coli, 7/8/96.
Jon and Diane (Bakker) Windemuller ('92,'92), Tyler David, 7/22/96.
Kevin and Shelley (Vander Berg) Gesink ('88,'89), Jamie Sue, 7/31/96.
Henry and Janine (Pennings) Fousert ('93,'93), Joslyn Ranae, 8/6/96.
Doyle and Susie (Veenstra) Beltman ('90, '90), Jonathon Doyle and Hannah Nicole, 8/23/96.
David and Gayle (Mulder) Kroou ('84,'86), Abigail Mae, 8/23/96.
Jamie and Jana (Meyerink,'91) Franken, Cody James, 9/1/96.
Gene and Thelma (Scheenstra,'76) Vermeer, Jayden Gene, 9111/96.
Karl and Shirley (Noteboom) Kaemingk ('87,'87), Andrew Karl, 9/12196.
Arjan and Lora (Vis,'89) Bos, Samuel Lee, 9/13/96.
Eric and Marlene (Doek) Miedema ('88,'89), Noah Austin, 9/13/96.
Dave and Barb (Bolt,'85) Esselink, Kelli Marie, 9/23/96.
Clary and Stacey (Mulder) K1oosterhof ('93,'92), Haley Christina, 10/8/96.
Jim and Sylvia (Swankhuiseu) Colyn ('90,'90), Kyle James, 10/10/96.
Calvin and Anita Siehring-Strnyk ('87,'86), Nathan Seth, 10/17/96.
Dan and Sandy (Steenhoek) Vanden Bosch ('88,'88), Kasey Lynn, 10/24/96.
David and Marla (Habben,'88) Schrank, Morgan Kristeen, 11/1/96.
Jim and Sheri (Feenstra) De Haaa ('89,'90), Jalissa Joy, 11/13/96.
Ryan and Patricia (Goodyk) Holtrop ('87,'89), Riley Jacob, 11/13/96.
Mark and Mary Walvort ('86), Devin Mark, 11/15/96.
Michael and Janet (Hiemstra) Ver Meer ('89,'89), Rachel Lynn, 11/19/96.
Bernie and Leanne (Vander Vegt) Sytsma ('90,'89), Emma Renee, 1lI21/96.
Shane and Kristi (Frankeu) Vander Kooi ('93,'94), Shauna Renee, 11/22196.
Melvin and Jane (Vaader Wal) Dotinga ('83, '79), Brandon Joseph, 11/23/96.
Larry and Amy (Mulder) Van Den Berg ('86,'87), Megan Faye, 11/28/96.
Paul and Vonda (Hooglaud) Kooima ('87, '87), Peter Jacob, 11/29/96.
Jeff and Shonna (Zylstra) Geels ('90,'91), Kaylee Lynn, 12/1/96.
Julian and Amaada (Lapp) Varga ('94,'95), Sean William, 1217196.
Bill and Douna (De Graaf,'80) VandeWeerdhof, Derek William, 12/9/96.
Dan and Karen (B1eeker,'85) Gronseth, Erik Sverre, 12/11/96.
Joel and Leah (Reitsma,'91) Slenk, Kyla Marie, 12/13/96.
Mike and Marcia (De Vries,'85) De Rousse, Jesse Owen, 12/14/96.
Kevin and Pam (Pater '85) Van Engelenhoven, adopted Katie Mae, 12/16/96.
Doug and Judi (Brous,'86) Matalik, Reese Douglas, 12/18/96.
Chris and Rehecca (Bierlink) Teeuwsen ('80,'86), Alexander Jordan, 12/18/96.
Rob and Amy (Van HiII,'90) Westra, Jacob Lee, 12/18/96.
David and Peggy (Marcus) Boxum ('87,'88), Autumn Lynn, 12/23/96.
David and Diaue (Schurman) Vander Schaaf ('82,'83), Kathryn Joy, 12124/96.
Heury and Karla (Hoekstra) Byl ('89,'90), Dominic William, 12126/96.
Larry and Heidi (Haak) Vande Kamp ('93, '95), Jordan Dale, J2I26/96.
Dale and Julie (Dykema) Van Voorst ('87,'90), Eric Robert, \2/27/96.
John and Jill (Branderhorst, ex'83) Dykhuis, Timothy Joel, 12/28/96.
Nathan and Kristi Vander Stelt ('86), Nichnlas Andrew, 12128/96.
Ketly and Sheila De Jong ('92), Keaton John, 1/1/97.
Joel and Valerie (Gritters) Minderhoud ('95,'95), Jared Seth, 1/2/97.
Chuck and Kimherly (Cuperus) Adams ('90,'89), Micah Ross, 1/8/97.
Michael and Sharon (De Graal) Baas ('90,'90), Brandon Davis, 1/11/97.
Ken and Tami (Davids) Graves ('88,'89), Kevin Lee, 1/13/97.
Jim and Judi (Zonnefeld,'78) Kamerman, Cherise Renee, 1/14/97.
Kevin and Sherry Van Schepen ('90), Riley Bruce, 1/16/97.
Mike and Pearl (Vander Wal) Schouten ('81,'81), Jena Jean Clara, 1/17/97.
Lance and Julie (De Boef,'91) Beyer, Jay Lee, 1/18/97.
Todd and Dawn (Frikke) Folkerts ('85,'85), Jordan Seth, 1/23/96.
Brad and Pam (Kortleever) Vis ('93,'94), Cassandra Sue, 1/25/97.
Steve and Keri Hoogland ('90), Nathan James, 1/26/97.
Matthew and Marybeth (Cooper,'92) Steigenga, Andrew Roger, 1/27/97.
Ted and Elizabeth (Tiesma,'83) Van Den Tempel, Benjamin John, 1/27/97.
Randal and Ruth (Schurmau) Van Beek ('83,'83), Andrece Ruth, 2/4/97.
Gregg and Kristi (Van Essen) Zonnefeld ('92,'92), Cody Jordan, 2/14/97.
CORRESPONDENCE CLIPPING
We at Dordt College are interested in hearing how you are doing and what
kinds of events are happening in your life. Please fIJI out the coupon below
and mail to: Alumni Association, Dordt College, 498 4th Ave, NE, Sioux
Center, Iowa 51250 or voice@dordt.edu.
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